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PREFACE
In many parts of the world, there is no greater threat to women’s rights than violent extremism. That
is why countering violent extremism is labelled by some as “fundamentally a feminist issue.”1 The
restrictive and discriminatory ideas espoused by many violent extremists run counter to the very
essence of gender equality and women’s empowerment. For this reason, any strategy to counter
and prevent violent extremism must integrate at its core a focus on the role of women and girls.
This message has been echoed by the international community in the form of UN Security Council
resolutions 1325, 2129, 2178, and 2242, which collectively emphasize the need to include women and
empower them to counter this threat to international peace and security.
Effectively countering and preventing violent extremism means acting against it in multiple spheres
and spaces: in the home, in schools, in the community, in capitals and in villages. It also entails
engaging cyberspace. Violent extremists are increasingly active online and social media has enabled
terrorist groups such as the Islamic State in the Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and Al-Qaeda to spread their
messages of violence and intolerance to a global audience. Over the past 20 years, more than half of
humanity has gained access to the internet, led by a majority contingent of youth and young adults
under age 25. Technology is now a powerful tool in the arsenal of violent extremists who seek to
spread their ideology to recruit and radicalize at a potentially unprecedented scale.
Simultaneously, the Internet is also driving a stronger women’s rights movement globally by
empowering and accentuating women’s voices and creating greater awareness about the role of
feminism in promoting peace and security and tackling violent extremism.2 To be effective, a holistic,
gender sensitive and multi-channel approach is needed. Also required are programs that enhance
social media literacy among women and men to counter violent extremist narratives. These programs
need to be grounded in a fine-tuned understanding of the specific risks facing women, men, boys and
girls and capitalize on the particular assets that each individual and collective can mobilize to counter
violent extremism online and offline.
The United Nations has adopted a Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism (PVE). The plan
includes over 70 recommendations that seek to address the root drivers of violent extremism. All
recommendations are important. Yet, perhaps the most catalytic recommendation involves calling
upon individuals, civil society organizations, public and private sector entities to leverage technology
as a collective tool to act against and prevent violent extremism.

1 See for example comments by Sarah Sewall who was Under Secretary of State for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human Rights in the Obama administration:
http://www.publicdiplomacycouncil.org/commentaries/10-09-16/quotable-sarah-sewall-cve-%E2%80%9Cfundamentally-feminist-issue%E2%80%9D
2 See for instance Amanda McKenna, “8 ways digital is empowering women,” The Guardian, 12 March 2014
https://www.theguardian.com/guardian-professional/media-network-blog/2014/mar/12/digital-empowering-women-campaigns-rights
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“WOMEN, TECHNOLOGY & PARTNERSHIPS
-COUNTERING EXTREMIST USAGE OF THE
INTERNET”
The purpose of this report is to record the core messages heard at a one day roundtable event
organized by the SecDev Foundation (Canada) and the ICT for Peace Foundation (Switzerland) on
“Women, Technology & Partnership to Counter Extremist Usage of the Internet,” in Ottawa (6 March)
and Montreal (7 March 2017). The Public Safety Canada as part of a global engagement project to
develop community standards for the prevention of violent extremism online with the participation of
the United Nations Counter-Terrorism Executive Directorate (UNCTED).
The roundtable consisted of three sessions. The first presented the results of a project conducted
by UNCTED and ICT4Peace on how to engage the private sector (particularly telecommunication
and social media companies) to combat extremist use of internet. The second, drilled down on key
lessons and strategies to prevent the online exploitation of boys and girls. Discussed were options for
leveraging innovative private-public partnerships and the need for setting community standards that
applied a public health surveillance model to identify risk factors online, the third zeroed in on the role
of women in countering violent extremism with specific reference to UN Security Council Resolutions
1325 and 2242. Discussed was the state of evidence and data on the use of gendered narratives and
strategies to prevent radicalisation. Panelists also highlighted how terrorist groups use the Internet to
specifically targeted women.
The roundtable was followed by two public even discussion sessions organized with the Canadian
International Council, and the Montreal Institute for Genocide and Human Rights Studies (MIGS). Over
220 stakeholders participated in roundtable and evening event in Ottawa on March 7th, 2017; 100
stakeholders participated in the evening event in Montreal on March 10th, 2017.
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SESSION 1

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT: COMBATTING VIOLENT
EXTREMIST USAGE OF THE INTERNET
The event’s first roundtable presented the results of phase 1 of an ICT4Peace/UNCTED project on
“Private Sector Engagement in Responding to the Use of the Internet and ICT for Terrorist Purposes.”
Panelists included Marc Porret, Daniel Stauffacher and Adam Hatley with Rafal Rohozinski acting as
the moderator (for bios see below).
Presented were the principles, practices and norms adopted by the technology sector to counter violent
extremism. Proposed was the idea of adopting and strengthening a normative framework that would
encourage cooperation between government and the private sector in the initial instance by creating
a Global Knowledge-Sharing Platform that documented effective public-private sector policies and
practices. Collaboration between the public and private sector is essential. This stark reality is evident
in the fact that 90% of ICT infrastructure is in private hands. Joined up efforts embodied in publicprivate partnerships are thus crucial to combat extremist usage of the internet.
Governments are increasingly recognizing their inability to adequately tackle this issue alone. As such,
a global knowledge sharing platform needs to be inclusive and bring together governments and
private sector companies of all sizes. This includes large corporations such as Facebook, Twitter and
Google as well as smaller SMEs who develop applications.
The importance of clearinghouse initiatives, that enable corporations such as Microsoft and YouTube
to create shared databases of extremist content that likely violates the terms and services of all
major companies, was emphasized as important. Participants also underscored that substantive
cooperation with smaller companies as an upstream strategy was desirable, as it enabled the
sharing of content and emerging practices for new technology companies.
There are, however, numerous inconsistencies in how cyberspace is regulated globally. In fact, there
are no standardized international norms that regulate extremist content online. Some states
have chosen to leave the issue to the companies themselves in the form of self-regulation, while
others have tried to use legislation. Without global guidelines, governments have had to manufacture
regulations and norms themselves on an ad hoc basis. Large multinationals such as Microsoft, Twitter
and Facebook already have important mechanisms and resources to facilitate strategic takedowns of
extremist content. Smaller groups such as Telegram, however, do not have the same capabilities. This
creates loop-holes that violent extremist actors can take advantage of. Establishing international
guidelines that aids small and large companies as well as law-enforcement is therefore highly
desirable.
To effectively combat violent content, panelists also highlighted the importance of strengthening
the links between offline prevention efforts and online content management and counternarrative efforts. Furthermore, efforts to deal with the inconsistent application and understanding
of freedom of expression online remain. There is frankly a substantial grey zone in many cases as to
whether violent online content constitutes a criminal offence.
One important way forward promoted by Public Safety Canada is the creation of the Community
Outreach Office. Equipped with a budget of $35 million over five years, this office will develop policies,
fund research and work with local communities and international actors to counter and prevent
violent extremism online and offline.
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PANEL 1- RECOMMENDATIONS
Create a normative framework that sets out key guidelines for private and public sector actors to
counter and prevent violent extremism online.
Develop a global knowledge-sharing platform focused on emerging policies and effective publicprivate practices to support a global strategy for combating radicalization.
Strengthen public-private partnerships in combating extremist usage of the Internet through
strengthened cooperation between governments and technology companies.
Develop norms and regulations among public and private actors to address legal ambiguities
concerning the removal of violent online content.
Facilitate better cooperation to avoid ambiguities and inconsistencies in terms of laws, policies
and practices to prevent violent extremists from taking advantage of loop-holes
Support local initiatives to counter extremist usage of the internet and strengthen the links
between offline prevention efforts and online content management and counter-narrative
efforts.

PANELISTS
Marc Porret
Marc Porret is a Legal Officer with the United Nations Counter-Terrorism Executive Directorate
(UNCTED). Mr. Porret has been dealing with different aspects of terrorism, in particular information
and communication technologies, legal, political, social and reform of governmental structures.
Mr Porret studied common law and civil law at McGill University in Montreal (LLB and BCL) and
international law at the Graduate Institute of International Studies in Geneva (DES).
Daniel Stauffacher
Daniel Stauffacher is a former Ambassador of Switzerland, is the Founder and President of
the ICT4Peace Foundation, which since 2003 explores, champions the use of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) for peacebuilding, crisis management, and humanitarian aid,
and supports diplomatic processes for a peaceful and open cyberspace. He holds a Master's
degree from Columbia University, New York and a Ph.D. in media and copyright law from the
University of Zürich.
Adam Hadley
Adam Hadley is Project Director at the ICT4Peace Foundation, based in Geneva, Switzerland.
His work focuses predominantly on a joint project with the United Nations Counter-Terrorism
Executive Directorate concentrating on deepening understanding of private sector engagement
in responding to terrorist use of ICT. Adam studied Arabic at the School of African and Oriental
Studies (SOAS) in London and his academic research focussed on analyzing Daesh propaganda
from an ideological perspective.
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SESSION 2

LEARNING FROM COMMUNITY APPROACHES AND
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS TO PREVENT THE
ONLINE EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN
The child protection community has faced similar struggles and barriers when it comes to preventing
the online exploitation of children. One key difference is that the child protection community has
benefitted from a greater wealth of experience and a more favourable legislative environment when
compared to the CVE/PVE community.
Panelists featured Signy Arnason (Cybertip.ca), Lloyd Richardson (Cybertip.ca) and Vidhya Ramalingam
(Moonshot). The key topic of discussion was about how to learn from the innovative methods and
public-private partnerships established in the Child Protection community to address violent
extremist content online.
Technology has enabled the widespread dissemination of abusive and sexually explicit material of
children online. Panelists agreed that blocking violent content is not a viable solution to the
problem. The issue is not just about the content itself, but also about the individuals propagating and
consuming the content. Although technology has enabled the proliferation of sexually exploitative
content online, it has also given law enforcement a powerful tool to raise awareness and pursue
perpetrators. For example, Cybertip.ca, a website operated by the Canadian Centre for Child
Protection to protect children from online sexual exploitation has processed over 220,000 tips leading
to important improvements in detection and prosecution.
In terms of costs and capabilities, the Canadian government has come to the conclusion that the load
is too heavy for federal law enforcement to deal with alone. The government has turned to the
private sector and incorporated the Canadian Centre for Child Protection, a private charity organization,
into its national strategy. While this approach has helped, the child exploitation community still lacks
the ability to investigate and act upon what is an immense amount of information. Nevertheless, this
approach to public-private partnerships is instructive for governments who are looking for more
comprehensive approaches to counter and prevent violent extremism.
The Canadian Coalition Against Internet Child Exploitation (CCAICE), a voluntary multi-sector group
consisting of law enforcement, industry and non-governmental organizations, is a potential model to
learn from. CCAICE created Cleanfeed, a blocking service which blocks Canadians’ access to foreignhosted websites known to publish child pornography. As laws and regulations concerning child
exploitation vary greatly worldwide, Cleanfeed aids in eliminating inconsistencies across borders and
jurisdictions. While cooperative takedown methods have so far proven effective, by themselves they
are not sufficient. Participants in the second panel agreed that public and private sectors require
greater collaboration in collecting data and harmonizing norms and rules to prevent child
exploitation.
The Canadian Centre for Child Protection has also developed Project Arachnid. Project Arachnid aims
to reduce and track the availability of child abuse images on the Internet as a whole and report them
to relevant service providers and law enforcement. In cooperation with the Canadian government
and service providers like Rogers and Bell, Project Arachnid has been able to facilitate high takedown
rates in a relatively short amount of time. The initiative demonstrates that efficient public-private
cooperation can be a useful strategy to combat violent content online.
Project Arachnid and Cleanfeed have had a tremendous effect on reducing the availability of online
child abuse content. Stakeholders present during the second session stressed that the CVE/PVE
community has to create effective strategies that cater to the specific needs of preventing
and countering violent extremism. Indeed, efforts should learn from best practices adopted
by child protection groups but they also need to be adapted to the particular CVE/PVE environment.
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While content takedowns may be effective when applied to a CVE context in the short term,
such an approach does not address the problem of content producers. As stated by Vidhya
Ramalingam, founder of Moonshot CVE, “even if the content is taken down, the individual
behind the content still exists.” To address this fundamental problem, a targeted approach
that focuses on the producers of content is essential. This also means addressing the root
causes of radicalization while being cognizant of the fact that trajectories leading to violent
extremism are complex.
The radicalization process is a highly individualized experience which takes place in specific
contexts, rooted in complex social networks. Consequently, a highly personalized support
system in the online space is needed, one that can also be expanded to the offline world.
Countering radicalization needs to be a collective process that addresses the multiple
trajectories leading to violent extremism.
Learning from child protection strategies, panelists recommended mapping out the various risk
factors that connect to violent extremism. These can then be compared and contrasted
with a variety of social, economic and crime related indicators. Moonshot has claimed that it
focuses on engaging the individual through peer-to-peer messaging on a variety of platforms. A
strategy that individualizes interventions are critical. In addition to addressing risk factors
a key area of focus when linking with individuals is building trust. This requires long term
engagement.
Data is an essential component of any successful intervention. Data should be collected (in an
ethical manner) to identify communities at risk. Data driven capacity-building programs have
proven to be effective. Panelists noted that individuals who are at risk in the online space
often leave clues that are publicly available. When it comes to violent extremism, however,
many of the clues are only available on the dark web or in encrypted forums, making them
hard to detect. To overcome these barriers, CVE/PVE data collection programs need to be
multifaceted and engage both the dark web as well as the Internet.

PANEL 2- RECOMMENDATIONS
Learn from experiences in the child protection community and adapt effective strategies to CVE/
PVE programs.

PANELISTS
Create platforms for better cooperation between law enforcement, non-governmental
organizations and private sector entities. Embed these platforms for collaboration in national
strategies to combat violent extremism.
Use data driven approaches to better understand trends and triggers for violent extremism. Also
use this evidence to reduce, track, and take down violent content online.
Develop individualized approaches to engage with communities/individuals at risk. When doing
so focus on addressing the root drivers of radicalization.
Trajectories leading to violent extremism are multiple. CVE/PVE policies should be flexible and
capable of adapting to individual pathways in and out of violent extremism.
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PANELIST
Signy Arnason
Signy Arnason is the Associate Executive Director and Director of Cybertip.ca under the Canadian
Centre for Child Protection. She has been with the Canadian Centre for Child Protection for the
past 14 years, playing a major role in the organization’s program and service delivery around
reducing child victimization. She oversees the operations of the tipline in its efforts to reduce and
disrupt offender's ability to harm and exploit children. Signy Arnason holds a BA in Economics
from the University of Calgary.
Lloyd Richardson
Lloyd Richardson is currently the Director of IT at cybertip.ca. He has played a crucial role in
developing some of the technologies that have been utilized to counter and combat child
exploitation online.
Vidhya Ramalingam
Vidhya Ramalingam is Director of Moonshot CVE, a specialist organisation working to develop and
pilot innovative methods of response to extremism and community violence. She is an expert on
responses to anti-minority violence, far-right extremism and terrorism. Vidhya was previously
Senior Fellow on Far-Right Extremism and Intolerance at the Institute for Strategic Dialogue She
holds an MPhil in Migration Studies from the University of Oxford and a BA in Anthropology and
Inequality Studies from Cornell University.
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SESSION 3

THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN PREVENTING VIOLENT
EXTREMISM
Violent extremist groups are increasingly active online and use social media to spread their
messages of violence and intolerance around the world. The Internet has also proved to be a
powerful tool for advancing women’s rights and the key challenges facing women in contexts
of violent extremism. It must also be recognized, however, that women are not just victims of
violent extremism but also perpetrators. The Islamic State for example has actively targeted
women and girls for recruitment.
The third panel moderated by Deirdre Collings included Naureen Chowdhury Fink, Dr. Sanam
Naraghi-Anderlini, Brette Steele, Beth Woroniuk and Meriem Rabbani-Gosselin as panelists.
The topic was to examine the role of women in countering violent extremism through the
lens of UN Security Council Resolutions 1325 and 2242. The panel opened talking about
existing data concerning the gendered narratives for radicalization and examined how terrorist
groups contacted and recruited women. It also discussed women's’ roles in countering violent
extremism, and how the Internet can be used to amplify their voices for change and the impact
of their work.
As Noreen Fink stressed, it is clear that the Internet is an outlet through which many women
are able to express themselves and claim a voice. Women around the world are often
confined physically, culturally or politically. In such contexts, the online environment represents
a window of freedom through which women can be recognized and express their views. In
Syria, where a deadly civil war entered its seventh year, a large number of women (particularly
those under 35 years) actively access to Internet via their phones. In fact, as Deirdre Collings
noted, some 70% consider the Internet as a vital lifeline to the outside world.
Meriem Rabbani-Gosselin reiterated these views stating that some women see the internet as
a chance to express views not accepted in their everyday life. They often are able to add
their voice to counter social narratives that exclude them. What this implies for engaging
women to prevent and counter violent extremisms is that any counter-narratives must start
from a genuine understanding of their particular grievances. In other words, the strategy
must be linked to the particular realities of women in the local communities in which they live.
Participants also underscored that many women are playing lead roles in countering extremist
violence. Women often find themselves on the front lines of conflicts and violence, where they
actively act to resist this violence but also act to take responsibility for the wellbeing of their
families and kin.
A key constraining reality, however, is the lack of knowledge and data that we have on the
role of women in such contexts. Governments and agencies have simply not prioritized the
collection of such data and this represents a key impediment to the empowerment of women.
In essence, the sharing of knowledge and information by and between women is lacking.
Women are also often best placed to detect early signals of radicalization among their family
members. Reportedly, some 80% of the cases that detected early radicalization were identified
by women. Despite this data, the majority of CVE/PVE programs are designed to work with male
community leaders, leaving women out. A wider approach is required to engage women as
part of these localized CVE and PVE strategies.
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ICAN, a nonprofit organization whose mission is to support civil society activism online, has led
the way by developing an online platform where women can come together to express ideas
and share experiences. Such initiatives need to be encouraged to facilitate more inclusive and
comprehensive strategies to counter violent extremism.
In accordance with UN Security Council Resolution 1325, panelists stressed that the UN and
Member States must work to enhance the representation of women in all spheres. CVE
and PVE programs need to consider the particular impact of CVE/PVE on women as well as
the tools and knowledge that women bring to preventing and detecting violent extremism.
Today, a very small percentage of aid goes to women’s organizations. Panelists commented
that only 0.3% of funds designated to civil society organisations are directed to women’s
organizations. Yet, it is precisely these organisations and the women that work with them that
are best placed to help us counter violent extremism.
More work needs to be done to ensure that women are being engaged not only to prevent their
potential radicalization, but to build trust with and between women (mothers, wives, sisters).
The private sector and in particular technology companies have an important role to play here in
facilitating a platform that enables this and providing guarantees for privacy and protection. As
stated in the introduction, countering and preventing violent extremism is at its core a feminist
issue. Women have a huge stake in this issue and should be given centre stage in strategies that
aim to promote greater peace and security as they counter and prevent violent extremism.

PANEL 3- RECOMMENDATIONS
Recognize local women’s initiatives and women’s organisations as key allies in the battle against
violent extremism. Support and engage these women’s organisations.

PANELISTS
Encourage the discussion of the particular impact of VE on women both online and offline.
Strengthen the UN’s role both normatively and practically to enhance women’s representation in
all arenas that seek to combat VE
Collect and analyze gender based data to help design effective strategies and build trust with
women and women’s groups to counter radicalization.
Direct more funding to women’s groups for countering and preventing violent extremism.

PANELIST
Naureen Chowdhury Fink
Naureen Chowdhury Fink currently sits as a member on both the UNCTED and UN Women
working on the role of women and gender in PVE. She is also Senior Fellow with the Global Center,
focusing on the international and multilateral response to terrorism and the role of the United
Nations and its partners.She holds a BA from the University of Pennsylvania, an MA from the
Courtauld Institute of Art, and an MA in war studies from King’s College London.
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Dr. Sanam Naraghi-Anderlin
Sanam Naraghi-Anderlini is the Co-founder and Executive Director of ICAN. For over two decades
she has been a leading international peace strategist. In 2000, she was among the civil society
drafters of UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security.Ms. NaraghiAnderlini is an adjunct professor at Georgetown University, and between 2004-15 she was
Research Associate and Senior Fellow at the MIT Center for International Studies.Ms. NaraghiAnderlini holds an M.Phil in Social Anthropology from Cambridge University
Brette Steele
Brette Steele serves as acting deputy director of the Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) Task
Force at the U.S. Department of Justice. From 2013 to 2016, Steele served as senior counsel to the
deputy attorney general and coordinated the Department of Justice’s efforts to build community
resilience against violent extremism. Steele also chaired the Department of Justice Arab- and
Muslim-American Engagement Advisory Committee. Steele graduated with a B.A. from University
of California, Berkeley, and a J.D. from the UCLA School of Law.
Beth Woroniuk
Beth Woroniuk has worked on women's rights and gender equality issues in international
development for over 25 years, primarily as a consultant and activist. She has advised numerous
UN agencies, various units within the Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development of
Canada, and NGOs. Her work has primarily focused on supporting the efforts of international
organizations to more effectively address women’s rights and gender inequalities throughout
their policies and programming initiatives
Meriem Rabbani-Gosselin
Meriem Rabbani-Gosselin is currently completing a PhD in Criminology at the University of
Montreal. Her PhD project revolves around the creation of an ethnography on Montreal’s new
center for the prevention of violent radicalization. She is also currently working at the center as
the community liaison and development officer.
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KEY FACTS AND FIGURES
17% of foreign terrorist fighters (FTFs) are women; 36% of FTFs from
France and 40% from the Netherlands are women.
90% of ICT infrastructure is in private hands.
In 80% of cases where an individual was radicalized, a family member
or close friend knew about it.
Europol has referred over 20,000 pieces of terrorist content from over
50 web platforms.
Cybertip.ca has processed over 220,000 reports related to online child
exploitation content.
Only 0.3 % of funds designated for civil society organizations goes to
women’s organizations.
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